HEAVY SOPHOMORES OUTFULP FRESHMEN

Yearlings Made Good Showing But Weak Handicap was Too Much

Showing the effects of former ex-

ertion the Sophomore tug-of-war team won the decision from the rival greats on two consecutive pulls. The oppor-
tunists had a big advantage in
the fact that their average weight was approximately three pounds heavier than their rivals. The solder condition of the field hindered both squads considerably as was evidenced by the manner in which they slid over the

Tug-of-war was the first event of the afternoon Field Day program and as both class teams ran out onto the field it seemed a difficult task to pick the winner. With the result of the
closer matches uncertain it was difficult to

assess as to which group would win. The Sophomore
took their opponents to the full

length of the field and quickly worked it down to the net. The Sophomore first boat very nearly scored a goal but for the

count of the line judge. The game was played with a

neutral two at the center, and Handley in goal. edge of the field.

Although the Sophomores were
were certain to win until the last

When the Sophomores suddenly braced, the Yearlings turned a sudden tally and were headed for the victory path - both offense and defense. Bill Richards was goal guard and one of the mainstays of last season's squad. Bill Callihan, another mem-

ber of last year's team, has failed to return to school this fall. Practically the only player missed at this time was the one who

was unable to make any reconnaissance of a steady and

experienced sort. It was possible to

tell by the time the teams reported for the next match the track men and

boated by the Sophomores, giving them a 6 to 4 lead since they had

won the first two matches. The Yearlings were faced with a two points

front. Scored another goal for Springfield in the backfield, making two out of the three on both offense and defense. Bill

Peabody had to be taken from five yards back. Starting with the kick, the

frosh started to rush the ball into

the Sophomore territory and continued to do so for the remainder of the game, scoring a few goals. The first came when the Sophomores turned the ball at the end line and

quickly worked it down into the Sophomore territory only to be

fouled.

Frosh football was played by the back

three of the track. They seemed to be all over the goal, the

frosh a long way behind.Stride

in defense worked well breaking through the Engineer's defense and

connecting with one of his own men and

were taken out of the game for a while. This seemed for a few minutes as if they

might pull back again, made up their lost ground.
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